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EXPLANATION
This map displays regional locations of areas and habitats prioritized for biodiversity conservation. The Natural Diversity Database (NDDB) is based on the Connecticut Natural Heritage Register (CNHR) species and the Natural Communities Classification System (NCCS). The map data was provided by the Natural Heritage Program of the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (CT DEEP) and is used to identify potential areas for biodiversity conservation. The map is protected under the Copyright Act of 1976. Use of this database requires written permission. For questions, contact the CT DEEP Natural Heritage Program at 203-777-7377 or email: nhp@ct DEEP.state.ct.us

DATA SOURCES
- Natural Diversity Database (NDDB)
- Connecticut Natural Heritage Register (CNHR)
- Natural Communities Classification System (NCCS)
- Connecticut Federation of Nature Centers
- Connecticut Audubon Society
- Connecticut Land Trusts
- Local Community Groups
- Wildlife and Natural History Observers

The map is intended to neither set property boundaries nor to reflect the legal rights of property owners. The inclusion of any property boundary, location, or other data on this map is neither a warranty of accuracy nor a representation that the map is current, complete, or contains all relevant data. Use of this map is at the user's discretion and in no way constitutes an endorsement of any content or conclusions.

DEFINED MAP DATA - Based on data originally from Connecticut DEEP, Natural Heritage Program. The data includes various species and habitats prioritized for biodiversity conservation. The map is protected under the Copyright Act of 1976.

DEFINED AND BERTHAL DATA - Varies by source. See the CT DEEP Natural Heritage Program website for more information.

SHELTERED LOCATION - The map is intended to be used in an outdoor environment and is not suitable for indoor use. Use the defined map data or the defined and benthenthal data for this map as a source of information. Use the defined and benthenthal data for this map as a source of information.